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Abstract: Now a days as most of the people express their opinions and views on a particular topic, product 

or any other subject via social media, identifying the sentiment behind the statement has gained much 

significance. It is important to identify the statements that matter the most while someone is trying to know 

about a specific issue or product. In case of purchase of a product the buyer has the requirement of reading 

reviews that are sorted according to his requirements. While looking for cons of a product he wants to see 

all the negative reviews first and while looking for the pros of the product he wants start with positive 

reviews. Similar is the case with some national topic or a political scheme. As the data is enormous in size 

it cannot be analysed manually. We need a model that could perform sentimental analysis without human 

involvement. The Sentimental analysis involves few algorithms. In this model we are going to perform 

analysis using multiple algorithms such as Naivebayes, SVM, K-MEANS, KNN, Decision Treeand 

displaying performance comparisons between them (both accuracy and time taken). The GUI in this model 

in made much user friendly, the model is made flexible to be trained using any dataset as we can upload 

any dataset using the GUI developed and there is also a module where we can test the sentiment of custom 

input statement. The model can be used to analyse sentiment behind the statements and hence can be used 

in many real-time scenarios. One of application of this model is product reviews on shopping platforms so 

that the amount of negative and positive feedbacks can be seen by the new buyers. Another application may 

analyse sentiments that include political topics. As more and more people express their views through 

social media platforms, we can determine how the public’s opinion is towards a particular scheme or a 

particular political Leader.. 
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